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Abstract
Strings are a natural representation of biological data such as DNA, RNA and protein
sequences. The problem of finding a string that summarizes a set of sequences has
direct application in relative compression algorithms for genome and proteome anal-
ysis, where reference sequences need to be chosen. Median strings have been used
as representatives of a set of strings in different domains. However, several formu-
lations of those problems are NP-Complete. Alternatively, heuristic approaches that
iteratively refine an initial coarse solution by applying edit operations have been pro-
posed. Recently, we investigated the selection of the optimal edit operations to speed
up convergence without spoiling the quality of the approximated median string. We
propose a novel algorithm that outperforms state of the art heuristic approximations to
the median string in terms of convergence speed by estimating the effect of a perturba-
tion in the minimization of the expressions that define the median strings. We present
corpus of comparative experiments to validate these results.
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1. Introduction
The concept of median is useful in many contexts as a representative for a collection
of objects. As defined in [10] the median of a set S of strings is the one that minimizes
the sum of the distances to each element in the collection. Note that such a string does
not need to be part of the set, nor unique. In the case of strings, Levenshtein distance
[13] has been widely used.
For edit distance metrics, [4] and [17] show that computing the median of a set of
strings is a problem within the NP-Complete class for several formulations. Differ-
ent approximations have therefore been proposed. One of those approaches, called
perturbation-based iterative refinement by [9] has been studied in [10, 15, 3]. The ker-
nel idea is to perform successive edit operations to an initial string while at least one of
the perturbations leads to an improvement. Those approaches have proved to converge
to quality approximations of the true median [15], yet they may require to perform an
important number of perturbations before converging. For these methods, it is impor-
tant to study how to score the goodness of each candidate perturbation in order to test
the most promissory ones.
2. Preliminaries
Let Σ be an alphabet where ǫ denotes the empty symbol, also S i, S i strings over Σ. An
edit operation is a pair pa, bq ‰ pǫ, ǫq, written aÑ b, which transforms a string S i into
S j, if S i “ σaτ and S j “ σbτ. Substitutions, deletions and insertions are denoted by
a Ñ b, a Ñ ǫ, ǫ Ñ b, respectively. Let E
S j
S i
“ te1, e2, ..., enu be a sequence of edit
operations transforming S i into S j and, ωpa Ñ bq a function that assigns a cost to an
edit operation. The cost of E is ωpEq “
ř
eiPE
ωpeiq and the edit distance from S i to
S j, is defined as dpS i, S jq “ argmin
E
S j
S i
tωpEqu.
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3. Related work
Results in a seminal work, [11], allow the computation of the median of a set S of N
strings in OplNq for the Levenshtein metric and strings of length l. However, the com-
putational burden required makes this approach impractical in most scenarios. There-
fore, different heuristics have been proposed to overcome this difficulty with the aim
of reducing the search space.
A general strategy is to build the approximate median, one symbol at a time, from an
empty string. A goodness function must be defined in order to decide which symbol
is the next to be appended. A greedy implementation is described in [4]. In [12] a tie
breaking criterion is presented when many symbols have the same goodness index.
An alternative approach is to build the approximate median by successive refinements
of an initial string such as the set median, or the greedy approximation in [4].
Starting from the set median, [10] systematically changes the guess string performing
insertions, deletions and substitutions in every position. An edition is accepted if it
leads to an improvement. One specific order to apply operations is proposed in [15] and
[16]. Let Sˆ t´1 be the approximated median at step t ´ 1, two possible alternatives are
considered in the application of edit operations. The first one, performs substitutions
in each position of Sˆ t´1, testing each possible symbol. The new partial solution Sˆ t
is the string, selected from all the new candidates that minimizes
ř
S iPS
dpSˆ t, S iq. A
similar procedure is repeated for deletions, substitutions, and insertions, in such order
and until there are no more improvements.
Another variation is to generate a number of candidate approximations from Sˆ t´1 by
separately applying substitutions, deletions and insertions at position i. The candidate
will be the string with lowest
ř
S iPS
dpSˆ t, S iq, if it is also lower than
ř
S iPS
dpSˆ t´1, S iq.
If no such as sequence exist, Sˆ t´1 remains as the best approximation found. In the
next step, the algorithm repeats the search but from position i ` 1. The search stops
when there are not improvements. Theoretical and empirical results demonstrate that
this approach achieves good approximations to the true median string.
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It is important to note that, to evaluate the goodness of an operation, the approaches
discussed above require to compute the distance from the candidate median to strings
in the set. No a priori ranking of operations is provided. A core problem is to determine
the best operation but with a computational cost lower than the required to compute all
the distances from the new candidate to each string.
An alternative to speed up the computation of the approximated median string is de-
scribed in [14]. Some operations are preferred, for example, not all possible substitu-
tions are evaluated. Looking at the cost of substitutions, the two closest symbols to the
examined position are selected, and only those symbols tested as viable substitutions.
Instead of applying operations one by one, other author [3] propose to apply multiple
perturbations at once. Results in [1] suggest that this approach has a fastest conver-
gence but the quality of the approximated median is worst.
In [1] authors take advantage of results in [2] to study how to score the goodness of each
candidate perturbation in order to test first the most promissory ones. Let Sˆ t´1 be the
approximated median at step t ´ 1, ek an edit operation and Sˆ
t the string derived from
Sˆ t´1 by applying ek. Possible edit operations are ranked by ωpekq as well by the num-
ber of strings for whom ek P E
ˆS t´1
S k
. Results show that the proposed approach drastically
improves the convergence speed while preserving the quality of the approximated me-
dian in comparison with [14]. However, whether
ř
S iPS
dpSˆ t, S iq ď
ř
S iPS
dpSˆ t´1, S iq
or not is also determined by strings for whom ek R E
ˆS t´1
S k
, which are not explicitly
considered by the authors.
Our main contribution, described in next section, is an improved heuristic to rank edit
operations that shows similar or better results in terms of
ř
S iPS
dpSˆ , S iq, but demand-
ing less computational effort.
4. A new algorithm for computing a quality approximate median string
Let ek P E
S j
S i
be the edit sequence from S i to S j with minimum cost, i.e. dpS i, S jq “
ωpEq, and S 1
i
the string derived from S i by the application of ek. Results in [2] allow
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to compute dpS 1
i
, S jq as dpS i, S jq ´ ωpekq. Thus, since ωpekq ě 0, then dpS
1
i
, S jq ď
dpS i, S jq.
For example, let Sˆ t´1 be the candidate median at step t´ 1 from strings in the set S “
tS 1, S 2, S 3u and E
S t´1
S 1
, ES
t´1
S 2
, ES
t´1
S 3
the respective minimum cost edit sequences from
Sˆ t´1 to each string in S . Suppose there is an edit operation such that ek P E
S t´1
S 1
XES
t´1
S 2
,
ek R E
S t´1
S 3
and Sˆ t is derived from Sˆ t´1 by ek. As regards of
ř
S iPS
dpSˆ t, S iq “
dpSˆ t, S 1q ` dpSˆ
t
, S 2q ` dpSˆ
t
, S 3q, applying ek could lead to a minimization since
dpSˆ t, S 1q ď dpSˆ
t´1
, S 1q, the same holds for S 2. However, is also determined by
dpSˆ t, S 3q.
In the example above, ek splits S into two subsets, S
YES “ tS i P S | dpSˆ
t
, S iq ď
dpSˆ t´1, S iqu and S
NO “ S ´ S YES , thus
ř
S iPS
dpSˆ t, S iq “
ř
S iPS
YES dpSˆ t, S iq `
ř
S iPS
NO dpSˆ t, S iq, also
ř
S iPS
YES dpSˆ t, S iq ď
ř
S iPS
YES dpSˆ t´1, S iq.
The heuristic proposed in [1] uses this information in order to rank the possible edit
operations applicable to Sˆ t´1 to derive Sˆ t, selecting the one that could be expected to
lead to the lowest
ř
S iPS
dpSˆ t, S iq. However, it does not consider how
ř
S iPS
NO dpSˆ t, S iq
behaves. Also, authors only considered in S YES strings S j for whom ek P E
S t´1
S j
, which
guarantees that dpSˆ t, S jq ď dpSˆ
t´1
, S jq. In this work we identify some strings S i that
authors assigned to S NO for whom dpSˆ t, S iq ď dpSˆ
t´1
, S iq holds.
4.1. Heuristic to select the best edit operation
First, we discuss how to determine an upper bound for dpSˆ t, S iq, for some S i P S
NO
depending on the type of operation ek and ω without computing the actual distance.
We use this result to propose a new heuristic to select the edit operation that could be
expected to minimize
ř
S iPS YES
dpSˆ t´1, S iq.
Lemma 4.1. Let S x, S y and M be strings, with S x P S and S y P S . Also, let E
M
S x
and
EM
S y
be the minimum cost edit sequences transforming M into S x and S y respectively,
eM
iS x
“ pa Ñ bq P EM
S x
the operation to be applied to position i of M, eM
iS y
“ pa Ñ
cq P EM
S y
an edit operation of the same type as eM
iS x
, and Mˆ derived from M by eM
iS x
. If
ωpbÑ cq ď ωpaÑ cq, then dpMˆ, S yq ď dpM, S yq.
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Proof. Let EM
S y
“ te1
1
, e1
2
, ..., paÑ cq, ..., e1mu. By definition of the edit distance, deriv-
ing Mˆ from M by eM
iS x
means that M “ σaτ and Mˆ “ σbτ. Thus, the edit sequence
E Mˆ
S y
“ te1
1
, e1
2
, ..., pbÑ cq, ..., e1mu will transform Mˆ into S y. In this case, we can write
the cost of those edit sequences as equations (1) and (2) from where we get that, if
ωpbÑ cq ď ωpaÑ cq then ωpE Mˆ
S y
q ď ωpEM
S y
q.
ωpEMS yq “
l´1ÿ
i“0
ωpe1iq ` ωpaÑ cq `
mÿ
i“l`1
ωpe1iq (1)
ωpE MˆS yq “
l´1ÿ
i“0
ωpe1iq ` ωpbÑ cq `
mÿ
i“l`1
ωpe1iq (2)
As explained before, in [1] authors propose two approaches, selecting the ek that max-
imizes |S YES | where S YES “ tS i P S |ek P E
Sˆ t´1
S i
u. Authors also studied ranking
operations by ωpekq ˚ |S
YES |. Unlike them, our heuristic uses the result in Lemma 4.1
to better asses the goodness of an edit operation. Similar to [1], while computing the
distance from Sˆ t´1 to each string S i P S we track the operation that E
Sˆ t´1
S i
specifies for
the position p of Sˆ t´1. Without loss of generality, let us suppose that we have three
operations for that position, e1 P E
Sˆ t´1
S 1
, e2 P ESˆ
t´1
S 2
and e3 P E
Sˆ t´1
S 3
. We know that, if we
apply e1, dpSˆ
t´1
, S 1q will decrease. However, we can also consider its repercussion
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over dpSˆ t´1, S 2q and dpSˆ
t´1
, S 3q if conditions of lemma 4.1 hold. We rank operations
by ωpekq˚ |S
YES | but defining S YES different to [1]. In our case S YES “ S 1YES YS 2YES
where S 1YES “ tS i|ek P E
Sˆ t´1
S i
u and S 2YES “ tS j|S j R S
1YES and p4.1q holds u
2Hence the name of our method.
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4.2. An illustrative example
Let us consider an alphabet Σ “ t0, 1, 2, 4, ǫu and a substitution function with the costs
in the following matrix.:
0 1 2 4 ǫ
0 - 1 2 4 2
1 1 - 1 3 2
2 2 1 - 2 2
4 4 3 2 - 2
ǫ 2 2 2 2 -
Table 1: Cost of Substitutions
Our current candidate string is Sˆ t´1 “ ”2”. The strings in the set are S 1 “ ”0”,
S 2 “ ”1” and S 3 “ ”4”, ωpESˆ t´1
S 1
q “ ωp2 Ñ 0q “ 2, ωpE
Sˆ
t´1
S 2
q “ ωp2 Ñ 1q “ 1
and ωpE
Sˆ
t´1
S 3
q “ ωp2 Ñ 4q “ 2. Now
ř
S iPS
dpSˆ t´1, S iq “ 5, and we have to find
ř
S iPS
dpSˆ t, S iq ă 5. We can try three possible perturbations for Sˆ
t: p2Ñ 0q, p2Ñ 1q
and p2Ñ 4q. If S is divided in S YES and S NO depending only in whether an operation
is in the transformation sequence we get this in Table 2.
Pessimistic Analysis Repercussion Analysis
Op S YES S NO S YES S NO
Op1 S 1 S 2, S 3 S 1 S 2, S 3
Op2 S 2 S 1, S 3 S 1, S 2 S 3
Op3 S 3 S 1, S 2 S 3 S 1, S 2
Table 2: Pessimistic Analysis vs Repercussion Analysis
In this case, p2Ñ 0q and p2Ñ 4q are tied, because both will directly decrease distance
in 2, but the repercussion in the rest of S is not considered. However, taking a closer
look at the substitution matrix, we can see that if p2Ñ 1q is applied, both the distances
to S 1 and to S 2 will decrease. Then, we want to check how one operation affects the
rest. We summarize the analysis in Table 3. We can see in the last column that p2Ñ 1q
is the best possible operation, reducing the total distance in 1.
4.3. Computing the approximate median string
Algorithm 1 shows our method to compute the approximate median string.
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Op
Direct effect overř
S iPS
dpSˆ t´1, S iq
Indirect effect overř
S iPS
dpSˆ t´1, S iq
p2Ñ 0q p2Ñ 1q p2Ñ 4q Rep. Total
p2Ñ 0q 2 0 0 -2 -2 0
p2Ñ 1q 1 1 0 -1 0 1
p2Ñ 4q 2 -2 -1 0 -3 -1
Table 3: Repercussion costs and new ranking
Algorithm 1: AppMedianStringRepercussion(S,R) :Sˆ
Input : instance set S , initialization string R
Output : approximate median string Sˆ
1 R1 “ R
2 repeat
3 Sˆ “ R1
4 foreach instance si P S do
5 compute DpR1, siq
6 obtain that QR
1
si is the minimum cost edit sequence needed to transform R
1 into si
7 update statistics for the operation in each position j of R1
8 end foreach
9 foreach position j P R1 do
10 foreach symbol si P Σ do
11 foreach symbol sj P Σ do
12 Repr js.substrsis` “ S ubstCostpRr js, siq ´ S ubstCostpsi, s jq
Repr js.insrsis` “ InsCostps jq ´ S ubstCostpsi, s jq
13 end foreach
14 end foreach
15 end foreach
16 while
ř
siPS
DpSˆ , siq ď
ř
siPS
DpR1, siq and Op ‰ H do
17 opi “ Op.dequeue
18 obtain a new candidate R1 applying opi to Sˆ
19 end while
20 until no operation opi applied to Sˆ improve the result
21 return Sˆ
This algorithm is based on the AppMedianString function presented in [1], being
the main differences in lines 9-15. The original algorithm stores all possible operations
in a priority queue Op sorted by goodness index, which is based on the statistics com-
puted in lines 4-8. In lines 9-15, we collect the possible repercussion of each operation
on the elements in S NO, which is used to compute a better goodness index.
This algorithm iterates by considering one permutation at a time, until it does not get
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any improvement during the iteration. Each iteration may consider several different
operations. In the worst case, this is upper bounded by Opl ˆ Σ2q, where l is the
length of the longest string. In the experimental evaluation, we show that this bound
is rather pessimistic and our heuristic usually needs just a few operations per iteration.
This is a key difference with the algorithm in [1], which uses more operations per
iteration. For each operation explored during an iteration, the algorithm computes the
distance of the new candidate R1 to all the elements in S (lines 16-19), which takes
time OpN ˆ dcq, where dc is the time to compute the edit distance and depends on
the specific measure used. By providing a better ranking, we save on the number of
operations explored per iteration, and thus, on the number of times this distance is
computed, which is expensive. However, to do that, we expend some computations to
bound the repercussion (lines 9-15). This computation takes Opl ˆ Σ2q time and it is
usually worth it as l and Σ are much lower than N in most applications.
5. Experimental results
We use two datasets. The first one corresponds to the directions of Freeman chain codes
[6], where alphabet is Σ “ t0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, ǫu and ǫ denotes the empty symbol used
for deletions and insertions. The strings in this dataset represent contours of letters
from a widely known 2D shape database, the NIST-3 Uppercase Letters, [8, 7, 18],
with 26 classes, one for each letter of the English alphabet. Each class is composed by
360 samples. In addition, we generated an artificial dataset of proteins, with alphabet
size of 23 and composed by 720 samples. The average length of the samples is 500.
We compare three algorithms: The current state of the art, labeled as Frequency*Cost,
one variation that only considers Frequency labeled Frequency, and our proposal, la-
beled Repercussion. The first two are described in [1].
Fig. 1a and Fig. 2a show that the number of operations required by the algorithms to
converge is significantly lower in our proposal for both datasets. Also important, our
heuristic scales better with the size of the dataset. It is worth noting that we measure
number of operations, including those used to compute statistics and repercussion.
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Figure 1: Letters Dataset Results
As a sanity check, in Fig. 1b we show that the quality of the median remains statisti-
cally equivalent in the Letters Dataset. However, in the Proteins Dataset we obtained a
surprising result, as our proposal achieves a better median than the state of the art, as
we can see in Fig. 2b. This means that the other methods get stuck in a local optimum.
Future research may compare these and other methods in terms of robustness to local
optimums.
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Figure 2: Proteins Dataset Results
Finally, we study how the average distance from the candidate median to each string
in the set decreases with the number of iterations. We call this magnitude the error
decrease. This prevents misleading conclusions in cases of algorithms which results
are obtained by a stagnation (or by a drastically decrease) in the last steps. In other
words, it is desirable to provide algorithms that, not only require few operations to
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converge, but also their convergence speed is fast. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show that our
method has a great convergence speed.
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Figure 3: Error Decrease in Letters Dataset
6. Conclusions and Future work
A new approach to compute a quality approximation to the median string has been
presented. The algorithm builds an approximate median through the successive re-
finements of a partial solution. Modifications are applied one by one in a manner
similar to that of Martnez-Hinarejos et al. (2003), and empirical results show that
this approach leads to better approximations than those methods which apply several
perturbations simultaneously, although the latter runs much faster. Comparisons with
Martnez-Hinarejos (2003) show that the proposed algorithm is able to compute high-
quality approximations to the true median string but requires significantly less compu-
tation and is about 10 times faster, which makes it highly suitable for applications that
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Figure 4: Error Decrease in Proteins Dataset
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require a precise approximation. As pointed out in Section 2, an operation opi deter-
mines two subsets SYES and SNO from S. Applying opi to bS results in new string bS0
such as the distance from strings in SYES to bS0 will decrease. Further research may
address to better characterize how the distance from bS0 to strings in S NO behaves
without computing those distances, but using information gathered when computing
the distances to bS. This can help to select the best operation to reduce the number
of distances computed without spoiling the approximation quality. Another subject of
interest is to analyse how the choice of a different optimal path will affect results, since
a different ranking might be obtained.
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